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After a stronger than expected performance in 2009,
Melbourne’s residential property prices look set to
continue their upward momentum well into 2010. Port
Melbourne recorded a median price of $920,000 in
the 2010 March quarter up from $910,000 in the
December 2009 quarter. St Kilda, on the other hand,
recorded a strong median of $1.09 million in March
up from $835,000 in December 2009, and Elwood
recorded a heady $1.357 million up from $1.2 million
at the end of last year.
These figures will bring little relief to frustrated home
buyers hankering to live in some of Melbourne’s most
popular Bayside suburbs, and they are a strong
indication of where the supply of housing needs to
increase as the median price of an Inner Melbourne
detached home quickly approaches the $1 million
mark.
The housing needs of Melbourne’s population, which
is growing at 1,800 per week, cannot be met without
increasing the stock of high-rise, high density housing
due to the lag in public infrastructure servicing
Melbourne’s outer fringe. Before you think Melbourne
is under supplied, spare a thought for property buyers
in Shanghai at the moment. In a recent case, 17,621
buyers competed via on-line applications for just 100
apartments 50km from the city centre!
Whether you are a seasoned property investor, first
homebuyer, or simply upgrading, the question of
which suburb to purchase in is invariably just as
important as when to buy. The anomaly in 2010 is
that strong clearance rates have been supported by
healthy listing levels. Buyers serious about entering
the property market, hopefully sooner rather than
later, should arm themselves with as much market
data as possible. With this in mind, we prepared
these suburb reports in the hope that the reader will
be a little better informed before their first or next
foray into the property sector.
If you have any suggestions for the mid-year update
as well as our future annual reports, we welcome
your
feedback.
Please
email
me
at:
************@**********.com
Happy reading and happy investing.
******** **********
*** *****

The original *** ***** office, known as “The Shed,”
was opened by Tasmanian-born *** ***** in 1902 in
the small county town of Crows Nest on
Queensland’s Darling Downs.
Pictured are the original employees of the company,
which established itself by selling not only real estate
as well as Model T Fords, insurance, farm equipment,
and livestock. By situating his office beside the
railway lines and building a thriving business, Ray
(pictured left) quickly became a trusted and high
profile identity in the area.
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Home to Circus Oz, Port Melbourne has a
diverse history that dates back to the 1930s.
Therefore, the housing stock is a stunning
mixture of contemporary and historic
buildings.

HIOSTORY

PORT MELBOURNE:
A SNAPSHOT
DESCRIPTION
The area of Port Melbourne, which lies 4 kilometres to the
south-west of the Melbourne central business district, is
classified as a suburban and industrialized suburb. This
locality is bounded by the Yarra River on its northern and
westerly aspects and by South Melbourne to the east.
Hobsons Bay forms the southern boundary.

HISTORY
In 1836, surveyor William Darke named Port Melbourne,
Sandridge as he mapped the region for the city of
Melbourne’s permanent settlement records.
Sandridge then became known as Liardet’s beach after its
founder, Wilbraham Liardet, who first settled in the region
and built a hotel and jetty at Hobsons Bay, and ran the local
mail service. In addition, Liardet also began a ferry and
shipping service that moved foods and goods, and
passengers, between the Port and Melbourne.
The gold rush in 1852 saw the Port become a haven of
activity with an increasing number of passengers and larger
cargo being transported through the area.
Ever since, Port Melbourne has played a major role in the
transportation infrastructure of Melbourne due to its
strategic location.

Neighbourhood Land
Holding: 4.58 kilometres
squared
Number of Residents:
13,300
Family Numbers: 3,320
Median Household
Size: 2.1 persons
Median Age: 37
Median Income: $3,690
a month
Employed Numbers:
7,520
Number of Properties:
7,120
Median Rent: $1400 a
month
Median Mortgage:
$2300 a month
Median House Price:
$800,000
Median Unit Price:
$530,000
* Please note – all figures are
approximates.

© *** *****

In 1854, the first railway in Australia was
opened. This rail link ran between Hobsons
Bay and Melbourne and was regarded -- along
with the Port -- as the economic lifeline for the
region.

Port Melbourne
Migrants
Port Melbourne gained
its name as ‘Australia’s
shipping hub’ right from
the Port’s inception in
the 1800s. And, for
thousands of migrants
that moved to Australia,
Port Melbourne was their
gateway to a new way of
life up until the 1960s.

Port Melbourne experienced a high level of foreshore
development early on in its history as it was directly linked to
the central business district (CBD).

Today, Port Melbourne is
still used as a cargo and
passenger terminal.
However, the two areas
have been segregated to
avoid confusion, and
passengers now leave
from Station Pier.

While the western part of the port remains industrialorientated, the area around Bay Street, which was home to
many of the local workers, is undergoing gentrification.

This is believed to have
a significant bearing on
the region’s tourism.

This development is said to precede the subdivisions of
Albert and Middle Park with the building blocks and street
widths of the area being comparable to the CBD.
This region, which was once an industrial and warehousing
precinct up until 20 years ago, is changing.

This has seen Port Melbourne transform from one of the
cheapest and poorest suburbs in Melbourne to one of the
most expensive and wealthiest.
Homes in the Port Melbourne area range from single-fronted
Victorian worker’s cottages through to new residential units
and housing developments.
The area’s population is a mixture of the wealthy and ‘old
port’ locals as well as migrant families who came from
Greece in the 1950s and new arrivals from Africa and Asia.
Port Melbourne is also known as the home of Circus Oz, a
famous Australian avant-garde extravaganza that tours the
world.
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CHARACTERISTICS
With historic buildings that date back to the Victorian and Edwardian era, Port
Melbourne is classified as one of the oldest regions in the Port Phillip Council area.
The only exceptions are Garden City and Beacon Cove estates, the first being
developed in the 1930s and 1940s, and the latter only just recently.
The Beacon Cove development has turned a number of the industrial sites located in
the Port Melbourne area into residential living and, as such, has significantly
increased the number of homes in Port Melbourne. This, in turn, has also seen the
neighbourhood’s growth rate escalate.
Many of the larger apartment developments in the area occupy large tracts of land,
many of which were once factory or warehouse sites that have now been given a
new lease on life to preserve the heritage of the area. The HMAS project in Beach
Street, Bayshore, and Bayview Apartments in Bay Street as well as ID Apartments in
Pickles and Rouse Streets are some of the most outstanding redevelopments this
region has to offer.
This area is serviced by the Bay Street shopping precinct and the Port Melbourne
railway line, which ferries commuters to and from the region.
The foreshore, the Port Melbourne Town Hall, North Port Oval, the Port Melbourne
Industrial Estate, and Station and Princess Piers are said to the region’s most
notable physical features.
Despite being wealthier, Port Melbourne voters are typically supporters of the
Australian Labor Party.

Beacon Cove Redevelopment
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GROWTH
Stipulated as a leading Australian region for property investment, Port Melbourne
recently claimed 1st place in the Australian Property Investor Magazine’s Investment
Area Awards. This is attributed to the fact that the area has an inner city location and
has undergone major demographic shifts in the last 20 years. In fact, Port Melbourne
has recorded one of the highest ratios of income growth and is known for its low
mortgage repayment to income quotient.
Port Melbourne is a draw card for owner-occupied residences and rental properties
due to its strong performance and estimated growth, both in a population and
investment sense.
In the medium to long term, Port Melbourne is expected to yield a high return with
strong capital growth.

LOCALITIES: PORT MELBOURNE
There are two distinctive localities in Port Melbourne, these being Garden City and
Beacon Cove.

GARDEN CITY
Situated in Port Melbourne and the City of Port Phillip, Garden City came into
existence in the 1920s and was modelled on the British Garden City Movement
suburbs, which were popular at the time. This suburb consisted of mainly low-cost
housing, which was commissioned by the State Bank and the Housing Commission
of Victoria. Hence, housing in this area is typically semi-detached double-storied
homes that are situated around a series of public open spaces.
The ‘Bank Houses’ have always been private residences and not a part of the public
housing plan like the Housing Commission homes. Over time, this area became
known as ‘Nob Hill’ due to the wealthier residents of the area electing to reside in
these homes, and the Housing Commission area became known as ‘Little Baghdad.’
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BEACON COVE

Beacon Cove Foreshore Apartments

A relatively new development that came into existence in 1996, Beacon Cove is
comprised of some 1,100 homes. These houses are a mixture of low-rise medium
density dwellings and high-rise housing. The area boasts a number of cafes,
restaurants, and a gym as well as a small supermarket and some commercial space.
Urbanised in 1996 by Australian developer Mirvac, the area was formerly an
industrial site that aimed to offer residents with lifestyle housing. Thus, Beacon Cove
has a sea-front esplanade and palm-lined avenues. The low-rise housing is typically
situated around parklands while the foreshore plays host to a series of 11-14 storied
apartments. At the western end of Sandridge Beach, higher classed low-rise housing
can be found.
Due to the development being completed in stages, the homes consist of varying
architectural styles and types, which complement the areas layout and overall
appearance.
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PORT MELBOURNE – SALES NUMBERS AND
VALUES - 2009
COMMENTS: During 2009, Port Melbourne houses had a median price of $792,500
and a long-term trend of 7.9%. Auction clearance rates tipped 80% and homes
typically sat on the market for an average of 98 days before being sold. Overall, price
discounting was recorded at an average of 9% for the year.
The supply and demand for dwellings in Port Melbourne rose and fell throughout
2009 with there being an average of 100 dwellings on the market at any given time
and an estimated average of 5,250 people searching for a home. Overall, supply and
demand trends were comparative with each other throughout the year.
Median homes prices fluctuated between a high of $1,645,000 reached in November
of 2009 and a low of $675,000, which was recorded in March of 2009.
Units and apartments, on the other hand, recorded a median price of $550,000 in the
region and a long-term trend of 4.8%. Auction clearance rates once again tipped
80%, but apartments were on the market for an average of 65 days before being
sold. Price discounting on average was recorded at 5%.
Throughout the year, apartments and units fluctuated between a median high of
$796,000 recorded in November of 2009 and a low of $498,000 recorded in April of
2009.
Therefore, despite what many would refer to as a turbulent year financially with the
global economic crisis, the market in Port Melbourne remained consistent with it
gaining added strength in the latter part of the year.

Port Melbourne – Number of Sales and Value
Houses
123

Apartments
297

Vacant Land
6

Total
426

Vacant Land
$6.268

Total
$315.718

Port Melbourne – Sales Value ($Million)
Houses
$106.231

Apartments
$203.219

Port Melbourne – Sales by Price
2009

Source: PriceFinder
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PORT MELBOURNE MEDIAN PRICE –
1999-2009
APARTMENTS
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POPULATION GROWTH – PORT MELBOURNE
This region’s growth exploded in the mid 1990s through to the early 2000s with the
City Council of Port Phillip recording almost 50% of its growth in the Port Melbourne
area between 1996 and 2001.
The area’s close proximity to the foreshore and the city as well as its chic lifestyle
has attracted many childless-couples, aged 25 to 34 years. In fact, this portion of the
population is said to be the largest with it growing by 76.5% during the 1996-2001
period. In addition, families and retirees are attracted to this area, and the overall
population growth is estimated to be 5% per annum.
Much of the historical Greek population has declined in the Port Melbourne area,
and, today, the area is populated by the middle-class in search of a place to call
home. And, if truth be told, Port Melbourne is becoming known by many as the most
‘fashionable’ suburb in Melbourne to live.

Number of People

Population Growth
Port Melbourne
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8,000
6,000
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2,000
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Source – ABS

Station Pier

Population Growth
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VACANCY RATES – PORT MELBOURNE
Vacancy Rates
Port Melbourne
Percentage of Vacancies
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Source – REIV 2010

“ We build long-

term relationships
with our clients so
that they can trust
our expertise and
look to us for
advice.

”

- *** **** **** *****

Bay Street – Shopping Precinct
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SPOTLIGHT – NEW
DEVELOPMENTS
CVU APARTMENTS
Located on the corner of Rouse and Stokes
Streets of Port Melbourne, 3.5 kilometres
from the CBD, and only a couple of
hundred metres from the beach, CVU
Apartments is described as an iconic,
state-of-the-art residential development.

The site will be home to six floors
of modern 1-2 bedroom
apartments that can be defined as
high-quality accommodation with
spacious living and luxury fixtures
and fittings, such as timber floors,
high-speed Internet access,
electronic security, cable, or
satellite television and free to air
as well as an audio–video
intercom.
In addition, each apartment will
have quality carpets, stone top
kitchen benches with stainless
steel appliances, and ceramic
tiling.

The building itself uses spatial interest,
natural lighting, shadowing, and a glass
facade to create a dynamic and versatile
living space that is monumental.
The lobbies and foyer of the building
feature high-quality stone flooring and
carpeting as well as mood lighting and
progressive wall finishes.
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Situated at 120 Bay Street, Port
Melbourne, Bianca Apartments were
completed in December 2009.
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BIANCA APARTMENTS

These apartments were planned by DBI
Design who has created architectural
masterpieces, such as the Sheraton
Mirage Resorts, the Palazzo Versace
Hotel, and resorts on Hamilton,
Daydream, and Heron Islands.
The apartments will be stylish with zones
for entertaining and relaxing, Miele
appliances, marble bench tops, and
quality fixtures and fittings throughout.
On the first floor of these apartments will
be a Genesis Fitness Club, featuring the
new Nautilus One system, group fitness
classes, weights, Pilates, and exclusive
personal training.

The Bianca is
located next to
designer fashions
and a
smorgasbord of
culinary delights in
the form of bistros,
hotels, and
restaurants.
Residents will
have the
opportunity to pick
from two stunning
decors, one that
draws on bayside
living and the other
on Port Melbourne
itself.
In addition, the Bianca development includes a swimming pool and an
outdoor entertaining area complete with a barbeque.
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FIRST HOME BUYERS: NOT AN ENDANGERED
SPECIES
As the generous government first home buyer’s grant draws to a close and the credit
crisis forces lending criteria to tighten, many first home buyers are putting off their
plans of home ownership.
In fact, according to a recent survey conducted by mortgage broker, Loan Market,
more than 40% of prospective first home buyers were now putting off their plans to
buy indefinitely while others were looking at ways to save larger deposits.
But, does this mean that first homebuyers are an endangered species?
Westpac chief economist, Bill Evans, does not believe so. He does, however, feel
that first homebuyers will decrease in numbers to what would be an acceptable
figure.
As Evans stated in a recent article published by Wealth Creator, in terms of loan
approvals, first home buyers typically make up 25% of the market. But, the
government grants have pushed these levels as high as 70%.
This indicates to Evans that Australia has been relying far too heavily on first home
buyers to push market recovery.
In addition, Evans also predicts that the cash rate will rise throughout 2010, however
he does not believe it will go above 4%. He also suggests that a variable interest rate
of 6.5% will slow down the market considerably.
His rationale is based on the following historical data:
In 1994, when the income to debt ratio was at 50%, the market came to a
standstill when interest rates rose to 8¾%; and
In 2003, the income to ratio debt almost tripled to 130% and, when the
variable rate reached 7%, the market stalled.
Today, the income to debt ratio is at 170%, which means that consumers have
greater debt and less money.
Thus, first home buyers will decline, but their numbers will become more realistic.
This, in turn, will allow more investors to return to the market.
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AUSTRALIAN HOUSING: OVERPRICED?
In March of 2009, Australian property was said to be overpriced by up to 20%. This
is thought to be attributed to the rapid rise in rents with property owners seeking to
increase their rates of return. In addition, low interest rates and a lack of land to build
on also contribute to higher costs in housing.
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) stated in its annual report that Australia’s
population growth and the fact that this population is mainly found in two major
locations added to this overpricing as did housing affordability and low mortgage
interest rates.
When IMF compared Australia’s actual property prices to an ‘econometric model,’
Australian properties were overinflated in price by 5-15% on average. Of course,
variations depended on the time of sampling and market locations.
Economically speaking, Australia has had a relatively soft recession. Our
unemployment rate is likely to remain between 6-8% and our interest rates relatively
steady. Our rising population is expected to continue and this is expected to keep the
demands for homes strong even though first home buyer grants have been reduced.
Unlike other countries, who have an oversupply of homes, Australia needs more. In
fact, according to Damon Nagel, Managing Director of Ironfish, an investment
company, our nation needs some 180,000 homes to meet the demand. In addition,
this is likely to keep our property prices strong.
This rationale is attributed to the fact that, despite the higher end of the market in
Melbourne and Sydney and other major Australian cities taking big price cuts in mid2009 as unemployment numbers rose and incomes decreased, they recovered later
in the year. In fact, by the end of 2009, these properties rebounded in price and
realtors across the nation began to break sales records.

Port Melbourne Foreshore
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TIPS FOR MAXIMISING CAPITAL GROWTH
To ensure strong capital growth in your investment, you need to buy smart and base
your purchase on financial facts and data rather than emotional attachment.
Here are some tips to help you maximise your capital growth:
Conduct Research – Research the market well, before buying, and consider
how you can get good deals, what features and attributes add value to a
property, and which are appreciating the most. Also, compare property prices
and ‘what you are getting for your dollar’.
Property’s Geographical Location – Buy in highly sought-after areas that
have many facilities and are close to public transport and shopping precincts
as they have far greater appeal.
Suburb’s Development – Look for suburbs that have been earmarked for
redevelopment as this adds
appeal and value. In addition,
remember that development
can also detract from property
value. For example, a planned
highway may reduce property
values.

“A well-balanced

Market Value – Get an
independent evaluation on the
property before you buy, and
try to buy at, or below, market
value.
Blue Chip Buying – Buy
better properties that are
attractive in a well-classed
suburb as these have far
greater appeal to the majority.

portfolio that
contains a mixture
of dwelling types, in
a number of
locations, will yield
a much higher
return.

”

Capital Growth Potential – Focus on areas where population growth is
greater than the national average.
Many property investors also feel that diversity is the key to sound investment. A
well-balanced portfolio that contains a mixture of dwelling types, in a number of
locations, will yield a much higher return than say a portfolio with a single type of
dwelling that is located in the same area.
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TIPS FOR MAXIMISING RENTAL RETURNS
When it comes to property as an investment, several factors need to be considered
in order to increase your rental returns. These include the property’s management
and affordability as well as yield and vacancy rates. From there, it involves simply
sticking to your own investment strategy.
Here are some tips to help you maximise your rental returns:
Property Management – Hire a property manager so that you can ensure
that your rental fee rises with the market, that the property is regularly
inspected, and that any rental arrears are chased up with minimal effort on
your part.
Affordability – Buy affordable properties that are easy to lease. For example,
you could buy one property worth say $800,000 or four properties worth
$200,000. The properties of lesser value are more likely to be leased, as their
rent will be more affordable to a greater number of people whereas the
property of higher value will only be affordable for a minority.
Yield Rates – Seek to buy property that has a yield rate of 5% and above as
this will increase your return margins. This typically means that you are
seeking to earn a dollar from every $1,000 of property value. For example,
you would seek a rent of $100 per week from a property that cost you
$100,000 and $800 per week on one that cost you $800,000.
Vacancy Rates – Seek out areas of low unemployment and those that have
access to good facilities, such as transport and recreational complexes and
clubs as well as shopping precincts. This will make your property more
favourable to tenants.
Purchase Better Property – Look for property that has better amenities,
such as larger bedrooms, good living areas, a larger kitchen and bathrooms,
and is a little unique.
Renovations – If you are going to add value to your property, make sure you
get your proposed idea evaluated before you begin. You do not want to spend
$20,000 on remodelling the bathrooms and then find that it added only $15
per week in value to your rent.
Develop a Strategy – Find an investment strategy that works for you and
then stick to this strategy. For example, buy property that is affordable in
middle-classed suburbs.
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A DECADE IN REVIEW: WHAT IS IN STORE?
Dubbed the ‘noughties,’ the first decade of the new millennium has seen us embark
on a journey of change, especially on the home front.
The Australian population has escalated to 22 million with the help of immigration
and incentives to reproduce. In fact, it is reported that much of Australia’s population
growth has occurred in the last four years with the rate of immigration rising to three
times the level of previous years and the birth rate reaching 1.97 children per
woman.
Ten years ago, we were concerned with the cost of our mortgage as interest rates
hovered around the 8% mark. Now, thanks to the global financial crisis, we enjoy a
much more affordable rate.
Homes and our lifestyles have also evolved. At the beginning of the decade, we
craved mansions on the outer suburbs. However, as we became more aware of
climate change and greenhouse gas emissions and the escalating cost of fuel, we
began to think of the inner suburbs and how we could reduce the size of our carbon
footprint and the cost of commuting. This, in turn, saw smaller, more compact
housing become sought-after, which changed the face of urban development
forever.
Apartments, units, and townhouses began to spring up all over the nation and
throughout Melbourne as families, couples, and singles elected to live a more userfriendly lifestyle. In fact, according to Charter, a strategic property consulting group,
the Melbourne CBD had little more than 2,800 apartments in January of 2000. By
2004, this number had escalated to some 9,440 apartments with another 17,000
apartments said to in the planning process. Charter estimated at the time that some
23,000 more apartments would exist in the Melbourne CBD by the end of 2006.
Today, according to Savills, a property market research firm, there are 43,000
apartments in Melbourne’s inner city and another 22,000 being constructed or
planned.
It has been a triumphant and turbulent decade to say the least. Let’s look back...
2000: Millennium bug speculation; Cathy Freeman takes gold at the Olympics;
George W. Bush Jr. becomes president of the United States; the First Home Buyer’s
Grant is introduced; and Google is launched.
2001: al-Quada attacks New York and Washington; Wikipedia is launched; iPods
are introduced; Big Brother airs for the first time; and gas Plasma televisions cost
$30,000.
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2002: Steven Bradbury skates to victory in the Winter Olympics; Ansett Airlines
comes to a shuttering halt; the Queen Mother passes away; Bali is bombed; and we
say goodbye to Dudley More and Spike Milligan.
2003: 119,689 dwellings are approved for construction in Australia; the SARS virus
is identified in South East Asia; Australian Idol is born; and four people die and some
400 homes are destroyed in Canberra bushfires.
2004: Facebook is founded; Google is estimated to be worth $23 million; more than
180,000 people are killed by a tsunami in Asia; and Tasmanian born Mary
Donaldson becomes the Crown Princess of Denmark.
2005: Kerry Packer passes away; the Cronulla riots erupt; the New York Stock
Exchange records its heaviest trading; London and Bali are bombed by terrorists;
and Hurricane Katrina devastates New Orleans.
2006: 5.9 million Australians subscribe to Internet services; Twitter is launched
along with Playstation 3 and Wii; and Steve Irwin and the iconic Peter Brock pass
away.
2007: The final Harry Potter book is released, selling more than 11 million copies in
the first day; Kevin Rudd becomes Australia’s Prime Minister; and Madeline McCann
goes missing.
2008: Oil reaches a record $145 a barrel; Michael Phelps wins gold at the Beijing
Olympics; Barack Obama becomes the American President; and the world plunges
into a financial crisis.
2009: 220 million iPods are sold; plasma televisions cost $1,000; 8.4 million
Australians subscribe to the Internet; 173 people die and over 2,000 homes are lost
in Victoria’s bushfires; and Michael Jackson passes away.
What does the next decade hold in store for us?
Demographer Bernard Salt believes that retirement of Baby Boomers and the rise of
the middle class in countries, such as China and India, will be two of the most
prominent changes. And, we can also expect technology and our lifestyles to
become more integrated as we develop a more relaxed lifestyle. In addition, Savill
predicts that the Victorian economy will increase by $21 billion by 2012, and interest
rates are expected to fluctuate between 6.5 and 7.5% up until 2017.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY RATING STATEMENT
As of 2011, all residential properties will need to disclose their energy efficiency
rating at the time of sale or lease.
The Council of Australian Governments will introduce a mandatory residential
building energy disclosure in May of 2011. In this disclosure, home owners will need
to state how much energy a home uses and its greenhouse and water performance.
This then means that a qualified energy assessor, who is similar to a building
inspector, will access a building’s energy efficiency. This person will be employed by
the seller and will supply prospective buyers with the home’s energy efficiency
statement.
Under Victorian real estate legislation, this statement will be made available under
Section 32 along with title details, services, and taxes all of which are available prior
to the purchasing of a property.
The ACT introduced the Energy Efficiency Rating (EER) in 1999 and Queensland in
early 2010.
The ACT EER is a star rated system much like those found on electrical goods, such
as refrigerators and microwave ovens. Therefore, a higher number of stars indicate
that the home has a better rate of energy efficiency.
Homes are accessed using thermal software known as FirstRate. This software
measures the heating and cooling efficiency of the building’s materials inside and
out, such as fabrics used, window orientation and design, ventilation and air in-andout take.
The 2011 rating ranges from 0 to 10 stars and has replaced the old 0 to 6 star rating
that was introduced in the ACT in 1999. The star rating is incremented in half star
lots. A ‘0’ starred home is classified as having ‘poor’ energy efficiency, a ‘5’ starred is
classified as ‘good,’ and a 10 starred ‘excellent’.
In 2005, the Australian Bureau of Statistics conducted a study on homes in the ACT
and found that property market values have increased by as much as 3% per star
rating with the use of the ERR disclosure. This means that a home owner could
make energy efficient improvements to a property and fetch a much higher sale
price.
Overall, the Council of Australian Governments anticipates that this will increase the
energy efficiency of all residential properties and give home owners and investors
greater peace of mind.
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FROM MOUSE TO HOUSE
The Internet and technology have made property investment that much easier. Years
ago, the avid investor had to ask realtors for statistical data and wade through
newspapers, magazines, and reports before they found the information that they
need to make a sound investment decision. These days, however, these same
property investors can go online and, with the click of a mouse, they can find all the
housing data they need.
The introduction of online real estate listing sites, such as realestate.com.au,
domain.com.au, and Google Maps™ Real Estate Search, has made researching
property almost effortless. In addition, realtors are also able to offer potential buyers
photos of homes, floor plans, and virtual tours that often pre-qualify buyers and
reduce the time buyers and realtors spend closing deals.
These online search facilities also enable buyers to get a well-rounded picture and
valuable insight into what they are buying and where. Investors are able to access
information about council areas, proposed development, and demographical data.
Some of the best websites to visit where you can get the most accurate data are RP
Data (rpdata.net.au), the Australian Bureau of Statistics (abs.gov.au), and the local
council where the property you are considering to buy is located.
However, when reviewing real estate data, please bear in mind that some figures
can be distorted as it depends on the time when these figures where collected and
changes in market trends. For example, a big jump in median home prices may not
represent a surge in price but may indicate a market shift where more affluent buyers
are making purchases.
Therefore, it is vital that you consider all data and cross-reference your facts so that
you get an accurate picture before buying any property. It is also important that you
use this information to narrow down your investment choices and then meet with the
respective real estate professionals selling these properties.
Realtors are a fantastic resource so use them wisely. Contact agents that are
located in the areas you are interested in buying a property in and let them know
exactly what you are after. This way, they can contact you as soon as a property
becomes available and, on many occasions, before it is actually listed on the market.
And, remember that no matter how advanced technology becomes, it cannot beat
reality and seeing architectural features in person.
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HOUSES V. APARTMENTS: WHICH IS FOR
ME?
Both houses and apartments are excellent investments whether you are an owneroccupier or a property owner. From an investment point-of-view, both can offer you
sizeable long-term gains and each type of investment has its advantages and
disadvantages.
The benefits and downfalls associated with home ownership are:
Benefits:
Finance is much easier to secure;
Capital growth in well-established areas over the long-term is consistent;
You own the land and can possibly sub-divide; and
You can to add to the property’s value by making modifications.
Downfalls:
High rental returns are difficult to secure;
Rental payments are often lower;
There are higher maintenance costs;
Security and facilities are not as substantial; and
The cost associated with purchase can be higher.
The advantages and disadvantages of apartment ownership are:
Advantages:
Rental return is higher;
Capital growth is high in established areas with favourable trends;
The dwelling appeals to a broader demographic; and
Maintenance costs are low.
Disadvantages:
Corporate body fees can be expensive;
Capital growth is less in areas that are not well-established;
Finance can be harder to secure;
You have little control over property changes and the addition of value; and
Your investment can be devalued by others decisions, such as selling below
market value.
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PROPERTY V. SHARES: THE AGE OLD
ARGUMENT
Many people question where they should invest their money. They want a high
return on their investment and they want to generate wealth with relative speed. And,
this is why the age-old argument of property versus shares still rages.
Property and shares both have their good and bad points. Both are affordable and
viable options for most people and they both give you the opportunity to build wealth
and a secure future. But, both
do so in very different ways.
Shares are volatile and
involve a great deal of risk.
They offer little security,
investors have to use their
own funds, and investors can
lose much more than they
bargained for. In contrast,
property is a safer option, the
risk is minimal, you can make
a purchase using someone
else’s money and you can
insure against loss.

“Property will be there in
10, 15, or 20 years,
growing and
appreciating in value.
But, shares can
disappear overnight as
many people witnessed
in 2009.

”

Think of it like this: everyone
needs a roof over their heads
so the demand for property
will always be a viable one. But, not everyone needs shares. Plus, your property will
be there in 10, 15, or 20 years, growing and appreciating in value. But, shares can
disappear overnight as many people witnessed during 2009.
Should your property disappear overnight, then your insurance will replace it. In fact,
today’s property investors can insure a rental property not only for the replacement
costs of the building and content, but the property can also be insured against tenant
damage or lost income should the tenant default on payment or vacate without
notice.
Property ownership also allows you to add value to your investment by beautification
and renovation or extension. This means that you are able to increase your return. In
comparison, it is very difficult to add value to shares. In fact, shares are typically
controlled by another party that you have little or no influence over.
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This leads us to the issue of control. As a property investor, you control what
happens to your investment. You have a say in when it comes and goes, and it gives
you and your family a sense of security.
Comparatively speaking, shares do not allow you the same control or security. If you
have your money tied-up in superannuation, you can relate. Superannuation experts
believe that share losses have wiped 20% off the average Australians retirement
fund. These losses are expected to continue for some time to come.
According to statistical data, over the last 30 years, property has grown in value by
919% whereas shares have appreciated by 699% over the same time. That is a
massive 220% difference, which, in the long term, can add a great deal of money to
any investor’s bank account.
And, if you are considering property investment but are concerned that the
increasing interest rates could affect your cash flow, then property firm, Washington
Brown, can appease you. Washington Brown believes that property owners, who are
earning $75,000 per annum and have a new $500,000 property, can expect to have
a positive cash flow until interest rates hit 6.75-7.25%, and, for those earning
$150,000, interest rates would need to go to 7.5-8% before positive cash flow
disappears.

V
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GOING PLACES IN 2010
Based on market research, 2010 is set to be a big year for Melbourne real estate.
Here are just some of the highlights that you can expect to see:
RP Data suggests that some 200,000 investors will move into the real estate
market.
Immigration will drive housing demand and high vacancy rates.
The Australian economy will continue to stabilise and drive real estate sales.
The apartment market will have a shortfall.
Tighter lending criteria will continue to restrict development.
Well-placed developers, who can get financing, will have a very profitable
year.
A new generation of apartment will emerge--one that is smaller and more
affordable.
The smaller apartments will have strong capital growth.
Architects who have not begun re-designing projects to suit this new style of
apartment will need to think about doing so to make their apartments more
saleable.
The Rudd Government will continue to stimulate public housing projects.
Expensive Melbourne suburbs will retain their value.
Melbourne suburbs, 20-30 km from the CBD, will see a surge in pricing.
Melbourne suburbs most likely to grow in value are those with a median below
$500,000.
The middle market will be the best to invest in as it appeals to the average
Australian and those who are upgrading.
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NEIGHBOURHOOD HUBS and CLUBS
Community services in the Port Melbourne area include several community centres
where sporting activities, social gatherings, and events are held along with many
sporting clubs. In addition, the region has a library and a centre for learning new
skills. These are listed on the next page.
All of the Port Melbourne community centres are run by the City of Port Phillip.
Therefore, if you are interested in finding out more about any of the facilities listed
below, please contact the council on:
Phone: (03) 9209 6351
Fax: (03) 9646 0801
Email: comfacil@portphillip.vic.gov.au

NIEGHBOURHOOD HUBS
Fisherman’s Bend Community
Centre

Port Melbourne Community Centre
and Trugo Club

Address: Corner of Dunstan Parade and
Centre Avenue, Garden City 3207

Address: 219 Esplanade East, Port
Melbourne

This venue has an indoor court for badminton,
basketball, netball, or tennis and is ideal for
sporting clubs to train. The community centre
also has a hall that is ideal for functions of 20
to 250 people, making it perfect for birthday
parties, christenings, and engagement parties.
This facility features a fully equipped kitchen,
heating, polished timber floors, and toilets as
well as disabled access.

This club has daily events and activities,
including bingo, cards, and Trugo, and is
situated an the edge of a park and near
playing fields as well as is in close proximity to
the Bay Street shopping precinct and the
foreshore.

Liardet Street Community Centre

Address: PO Box 552 Port Melbourne

Address: Corner of Liardet and Nott Streets

Phone: (03) 9646 9360

A hub for activities, programs and services,
this facility features a computer classroom,
community meeting areas, kitchen, community
hall, and drop-in lounge that has a wood-fire
heater.

Email: pmhps@hotmail.com

Port Melbourne Historical and
Preservation Society

Sandridge Community Centre and
Trugo Club
Address: 1 Tucker Avenue, Garden City
One of three Trugo clubs located in the City of
Port Phillip, this facility is situated in a park and
hosts bingo, cards, and other events. The light
rail tram stop 109, located at the Graham
Street shops, takes you to within walking
distance of this club.
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Library – Port Melbourne
Address: 333 Bay Street
Phone: (03) 9209 6644
Web: www.portphillip.vic.gov.au/library.html
Opening Hours: Mon & Tues 10am-8pm;
Wed, Thurs & Fri 10am-6pm; Sat
10am-2pm; Story Times for pre-schoolers,
Wed 11am.
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Neighbourhood House – Port
Melbourne
Address: Corner of Nott and Liardet Streets
Phone: (03) 9646 1476
Email: admin@pmnh.org.au
Web: www.pmnh.org.au
This facility is located in the Liardet Street
Community Centre and provides residents of
the City of Port Phillip and surrounding areas
with courses and activities.

SPORTING CLUBS
Albert Park Spiders Soccer Club
(Lagoon Reserve)

Port Melbourne Colts Football Club

Phone: (03) 9645 8608

Email: portmelbournecolts@hotmail.com

Phone: (03) 9645 8608

Web: www.portmrelbcoltsfc.webstyle.com.au

Emerald Hill Cricket Club
Phone: (03) 9534 5229

Port Melbourne Cricket Club
Phone: (03) 9696 8000

Fisherman’s Bend Gymnastic Club

Web: www.portmelbournecricketclub.com.au

Phone: (03) 9209 6351

Port Melbourne Football Club
Port Melbourne Baseball Club

Phone: (03) 9646 2094

Phone: (03) 9646 8182

Email: pmfc@bigpond.net.au

Email:
portmelbournebaseballclub@hotmail.com

Web: www.pmfc.com.au

Web: www.pmbaseball.com.au

Port Melbourne Life Saving Club
Phone: (03) 9646 8773

Port Melbourne Bowling Club
Phone: (03) 9646 2642
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Port Melbourne Sharks Soccer Club

Port Melbourne Yacht Club

Phone: (03) 9645 1408

Phone: (03) 9645 3107

Mobile: 0402 237 408

Web: www.pmyc.com.au

Web: www.portmelbournesc.com.au

Sandridge Life Saving Club
Port Melbourne Tennis Club

Phone: (03) 9645 1419

Phone: (03) 9646 2928

Web: www.sandrigdge.org.au

Web: www.pmtc.com.au

Sandridge Trugo Club
Port Melbourne Trugo Club

Phone: (03) 9209 6351

Phone: (03) 9209 6351

Mobile: 0408 390 220

Mobile: 0408 390 220

South Port United Soccer Club
Phone: (03) 9646 7517
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